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‘Astounding’ journey ends
Athletic Trainer Todd Jager dies
after nine years of strong service
at GVSU
By Jenna Carlesso

GVL Editor in Chief

As an ally through her husband's 20-month brain
cancer battle. Lorie Jager witnessed volumes of
tenacity and faith.
Although he was diagnosed in May 2005, Athletic
Trainer Todd Jager, who was 41, came to work
'‘passionately” every day until two weeks ago.
He died just before 7 a.m. Thursday.
“When 1 think about all he did during the last 19
months, it’s astounding,” Lone, a Grand Valley State
University professor, said. “He was a positive person
all the time. No matter what was going on. people
leaned on him.”
Results from an MRI revealed Tuesday that his
brain tumor had progressed to a point where Duke
University doctors had to cease cancer treatment. Todd
kept his attitude optimistic, telling his loved ones to
"shake it off.” Lorie said.

"From the beginning, he said ‘I am going to beat
it,’” Lorie said. "There wasn't another option. There
was too much to live for.”
While some individuals w h the disease go on
disability leave, she said Todd preferred to continue
his life regularly. He worked with student-athletes and
coaches at Grand Valley State University, mentoring
players and scouting games.
“College athletics is what made him tick.” Lorie
said. "He got up for work everyday because he loved
it.”
Todd not only encouraged students at the university,
he inspired his own younger brother to follow in his
footsteps.
Dave Jager. 2003 graduate of GVSU. said he lives
by his brother's example of never giving up.
“He got things done no matter what it took.” he
said. “He went well beyond the athletic training role.
He was always thinking about how to make things
successful ”
Working as head athletic trainer for Femim College
in Femim. Va.. Dave said he reflects fondly on Todd's
positive attitude and work ethic.
"There was never a negative remark." he said. “He
had an understanding and an impact on people.”
See Jager, A2

House votes
to decrease
student loan
interest rates
By Leslie Perales

GVL News Editor
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Family travels: Todd Jager vtvted the Pro Football Hall of Fame
m Canton. Ohio with his sons, Calvin, 9, (left) and Jake, 12, (right)
last summer

New chapter opened
on college book buying
Web site offers a
textbook alternative,
allows students to
purchase single chapters
By Brandon Hubbaru
GVL Assistant Editor

Fractioning the cost: The new Web based program. (Chapters com. enables students to purchase
portions of a textbook online instead of buying the whole book. (Chapters com allows students to
buy individual chapters for as low as $1 99

To combat the symptoms of emptypocketed college students, publishing
giant Thomson Learning launched
iChapters.com earlier this academic
year.
In the style of iTuncs, the site of
fers students reduced cost online
ordering, but more significantly, en
ables students to purchase individual
chapters of textbooks.
Costing about $1.99 per chap
ter. the new style of information re
tail could change the way students
purchase their texts. The texts are
downloadable in PDF form or may be
viewed in an online browser.
"We (Thomson) did a lot of stu
dent and ethnographic research,” said
Jurgen Pauquet, general manager of
iChapters. "It became obvious that
students needed a source of new op
tions at a lower cost.”
Research has shown that 25 per
cent of students do not buy their
course materials, often because of
cost. Pauquet said.
"Statistics show that these students
do not do as well academically,” he
said. "This service enables students
to purchase only the specific infor
mation they might need to prepare for
midterms or final exams.”
After a pilot launch during the fall
semester. iChapters has grown by
thousands of users almost daily, Pau
quet added.
Although the low cost of iChapters
and e-books may be appealing. Jerrod
Nickels, manager of GVSU’s Univer

sity Bookstore, said the cost must be
deferred somewhere.
“Someone has to pay for printing.”
Nickels said. "This type of service
puts publishing costs on the universi
ty’s ‘free’ printing policy.”
Traditionally, the campus labs
have prohibited e-book printing, he
added.
In addition. Nickels said a printed
black-and-white document may not
be the best form of learning avail
able to students. Students may have a
single chapter, but the information is
devoid of a glossary, index or a study
guide, he added.
Despite new competition by mass
online text providers, such as Ama
zon.com and iChapters. UBS is not
only maintaining its ground, but
growing.
In the past year, sales of used texts
have increased by more than 7 per
cent. and new book sales increased by
1.3 percent. The store's own online
section has had a 10 percent surge.
Another way UBS has maintained
a competitive edge is its large selec
tion for used books.
About 49 percent of the books at
the store are used, which towers in
comparison to the national average of
28 percent, Nickels said.
"We (UBS) compete very, very
hard for used texts,” he said.
Discussing the future of book sales.
Nickels said. "I don’t believe e-books
or any one option will dominate.”
Instead, he said students will likely
have many options available to them.
Pauquet agreed.
“I believe students want a spec
trum of choices,” Pauquet said. "Es
sentially. we (iChapters) want stu
dents to have the materials they need,
whether it be affordable texts, audio
content you listen to while on a Stairmaster in your gym or an e-book on
your laptop while traveling.”
See iChapters, A2

Employers monitor Facebook

Within a few years, college
graduates may not bear such a hefty
burden when it comes to paying
back interest rates on student
loans.
The College Student Relief
Act of 2007, a bill to cut interest
rates on federal subsidized student
loans in half during the next five
years, passed in the House of
Representatives on Wednesday,
according to a press release from
Congressman George Miller (DCalif ). chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee.
Ken
Fridsma. director of
Financial Aid at Grand Valley State
University, said the amount students
will save depends on the amount
they borrowed, as well as the type
of loan they have taken out.
The bill only includes subsidized
loans, which are loans based on the
financial need of the student. After
the first year of the bill, interest rates
would be cut by about .7 percent,
according to the press release.
Fridsma said this would save
students with the average amount
of debt — $13,000 — about $4 per
month on the amount they pay for
interest rates.
However, there may be delays in
the College Student Relief Act of
2007 taking effect.
“The bill has only passed the
House and it still has to go to the
Senate,” Fridsma said.
Senators may want to add to the
bill, sending it back to the House, he
added. Additionally, U.S. President
George W. Bush has indicated that
he may veto the bill, he said.
Senior Nicole Morris said she
would be happy if this change were
to affect her loans.
"Interest rates are a rip off,”
Morris said. “But the last thing
I'm thinking about right now is my
student loan interest rates.”
Fridsma said there was no
indication the change will be
retroactive to help students that are
currently in school, but it will most
likely have an impact on student
loans taken out after the bill is
passed.
If Bush passes the bill by July 1,
it is possible that any student loans
taken out after that date will reflect
the change. Fridsma said. The bill
See Interest Rates, A2
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Descending dollars: A bid passed in the
U.S House of Representatives would reduce
loan rates during the next five years
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One in 10 employers
observe applicants’
social network profiles,
study finds
By Erik Westlund
<7VT.

Assistant News Editor

Posting pictures from bar nights
on Facebook com may be a great way
for students to share memories with

friends, but has the potential harm job
prospects.
The National Association of Colleges
and Employers survey recently found
more than one in 10 employers will
check applicants' social networking site
profiles such as Facebook and MySpace
com. According to the new survey, more
than 60 percent of these employers
said the content influences their hiring
decisions.
More than 40 percent of respondents
See Facebook,
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Jager
continued from page At

Outside of hit job, Todd
could be found coaching hit
tont Jake. 12. and Calvin. 9, in
batketball and bateball. Lorie
added In hit tpare time he
enjoyed golfing, camping and
tailing, the taid.
Through hit personal regard
for co-workers and students,
the GVSU community became
a family to the Jagert.
“We are to thankful to be a
part of this greater family," the
said. “We knew, no question.
Grand Valley was where we
were meant to be."
Friday
morning,
Lorie
descended the stairs of her
home compelled to put some of

Facebook
continued from page A1

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of Allendale
11325 54th Avenue
Allendale. MI 49401
(behind McDonalds)
616-895-1893

free pregnancy testing, peer counseling,
pre natal & parenting classes

admitted they were unsure
if they would undertake this
practice in the future, said
Mimi Collins. NACE director
of information.
The practice it currently
limited in scope, but could
become more widespread, she
added.
Director of Career Services
Chris Plouff warned students
this practice may already be
more frequently used than
what it being reported because
employers do not want college
students to know they are
observing these sites.
“They want to see the real
person." he said. "If they
are telling the school or a
representative of the school.
—
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her memories on paper. After
brief consideration, she was
able to sum up Todd’s journey
through three of his defining
characteristics
— strength,
grace and courage.
"We
have
been
so
overwhelmed with support,"
she added. “Through the grief
there is so much love.”
Visitation will be Sunday
from 2-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.
and Monday from 6-9 p.m.
at Klaasscn Family Funeral
Home in Grand Haven, Mich.
The funeral will take place at
Second Reformed Church of
Grand Haven Tuesday at 10
am.
GVSU will host a memorial
service for Todd at 3 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse the same day.
(university employees) will tell
students to look out for this."
Collins said these employers
are medium and large-sized
companies across the nation,
spanning a variety industries,
with well-established college
recruiting programs. Because
the respondents are members
of NACE. Collins said she
could not release the identities
of specific companies.
Collins said the survey
confirms
college
students
need to be very cautious of
information they put on the
Internet.
“Just like you wouldn't put
on your resume how much you
can drink, you don't want to put
it on your Web site," she said.
“The rule of thumb is if you
don't want your grandmother
to see it, you don't want an
employer to see it.”
Plouff said many GVSU
students believe their Facebook
information is out of reach
from employers because only
those on the network can view
their profiles, but this is not an
adequate safeguard.
Many
companies
have
interns and recent GVSU
graduates that can access the
network, and some companies
have reportedly paid college
students for access to their
accounts, he added.
“Believe me, there are
people who are very savvy and
can get in and locate Web pages
if they are not protected," he
said.
Plouff recommends all job
seeking students do an Internet
search of their name to find out
what information is available.
He recommended removing
inappropriate photos and strong
opinions
on
controversial
topics, such as politics and
religion.
“Those are the kind of things
you just don't want employers
to see when they are making
a judgment of whether to hire
you or another person." Plouff
said. "It just gives them too
much ammunition."
This survey was conducted
as part of the NACE Job
Outlook 2007 Fall Preview.

Interest Rates
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is expected to take effect
on student loans for the 20072008 academic year.
“While I applaud the
Congress for putting money
into higher education, my
concern is that it's going to be
very costly and it does not help
students gain access to higher
education," Fridsma said. "In
other words, we’re helping
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students after they graduate,
and I believe that students
need help to pay their tuition
and room and board while
they’re going to school."
The bill is only approved
for five years. Fridsma said.
After five years either new
legislation is needed to keep
the lower interest rates in
effect or the interest rates will
go back up to 6.8 percent, he
explained.
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
Group to discuss diversity,
stereotypes on campus

Reactions to the 61m “Crash”
will be the focus of di«fimim)
Tuesday within the Accidental
Encounters program Accidental
Encounters provides knowledge
and resources about diversity
and stereotyping.
Participants discuss topics
in a group setting with students
from different racial back
grounds. sexual orientations and
genders in a safe and relaxed en
vironment.
The program begins at 7
p m. in Robinson Living Cen
ter and length varies depending
on videos and commentaries
used. Contact the Counseling
and Career Development Cen
ter for more information at
gvcounsl <S> gvsu.edu.
Seminar to help locate
internships

For students seeking intern
ships, the How to Find an In
ternship Seminar may help.
The session will inform stu
dents of strategies and resources
available to obtain internships
and other information.
The seminar begins at 4
p in today in room 213 of the
Kirkhof Center. For more infor
mation on internships and career
resources contact Career Servic
es at career&gvsu.edu.
Mentoring, tutoring options
offered

Community agencies will
gather in the Kirkhof Center
lobby between 1 and 3 p.m.
Wednesday to provide informa
tion for students looking to men
tor or tutor Students can visit
different agencies to learn more
about programs and volunteer
opportunities available through
the agencies. The event is a part
of Service and Advocacy Week.
For more information, e-mail
the Community Service Learning
Center at volunteercenter&gvsu.
cdu/service.
Leadership Summit
registration ends Thursday

Any student who would like
to register for the annual Lead
ership Summit must do so by
Thursday. All who register after
Thursday will be charged a late
fee of $ 10.
Registration closes on Feb. I.
Students may be able to register
on-site at the Leadership Sum
mit, but only a limited number
of participants will be accepted
depending on accommodations
Registration is $ 15 for OVSU
students and $35 for non-GVSU
students. The event will take
place Feb. 3. For more informa
tion. contact the Office of Stu
dent Life at (616) 331-2345.
GVSU, MSU to collaborate for
new med school

The presidents of OVSU
and Michigan Stale University
will sign an agreement Tuesday
regarding MSU's new medical
school in Grand Rapids. The
ceremony will take place at 9:30
a.m. at OVSU’s Cook-DeVos
Center for Health Sciences in
Grand Rapids.
President Thomas J. Haas.
MSU President Lou Anna Si
mon. OVSU Provost Oayle R.
Davis and MSU Provost Kim
Wilcox will speak at the event.
So far OVSU. Spectrum
Health Systems. St. Mary's
Health Care, The Right Place
Inc and Van Andel Research In
stitute have made collaborative
efforts with the Michigan State
University College of Human
Medicine.
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Developers to re-design new store
in the very early stages,” said Sharon
Kleinjans, administrative assistant
of the Planning and Community
Development Department.
Designing unique structures along
the Laker Michigan Drive corridor
provides an alternative to prototype
buildings. Brummel said.
Prototype buildings all have the
same appearance, which creates a
boring environment to live in. he
added.
Brummel said the township wants to
have a pedestrian-friendly area where
people can walk from the town center
to the Walgreens. He said he would
like community members to have a
more unique shopping experience than
a quick-stop commercial building.
For GVSU students, this means
there are more pharmacy choices.
Brummel said.
“Choices
build
for
a
more
competitive environment which helps
all of the customers,” he added.
Once finished, the Walgreens store
will bring more job options into the
Allendale area.
Increased traffic, light and noise
have been the only concerns so far
from adjoining property owners,
Brummel said. Geenen DeKock
Properties LLC is changing its plans
to minimize concerns, he added.
No further decisions will be made
until the next regular meeting for the
Planning and Community Development
Department on Feb. 19. The meeting
will be held in the township office at
7:30 p.m.
Once plans are agreed upon, the
rest of the process should go swiftly,
Brummel said.

Township group rejects
Walgreens design
proposal, demands re
draft for Allendale store
By Leslie Perales

GVL Newt kditor
A Walgreens store and pharmacy
will soon be closer to Grand Valley
State University's Allendale Campus.
Geenen DeKock Properties LLC
has presented plans to the Allendale
Township Planning and Community
Development
Department
for
a
14,700-squarc-foot Walgreens store.
The new building will be located on
the southwest corner of Lake Michigan
Drive and 68th Avenue. Additionally,
Geenen DeKock Properties LLC would
like to build a 13,687-square-foot
commercial building to be filled with
other retail tenants, said Phil Brummel,
administrator of the Planning and
Community Development Department
of Allendale Township. The buildings
will sit on six acres of land.
brummel said Geenen DeKock
Properties LLC is working to revise
the plans after receiving more direction
from the Property and Community
Development Department on what
they are looking for.
"The response we’ve had from the
community is very positive,” Brummel
said. "Most people I’ve talked to are
anxious to gel the Walgreens here —
it's wanted.”
After seeing the original plans,
the township asked for them to be
revised to have a more unique looking
Walgreens store. Brummel said.
“They’re working on the looks of the
building and the landscaping yet so it's

GVl / Kelly S»9»row
Allendale additions A new Walgreens will be built at the corner of Lake Michigan Drive and 68th Avenue

Scholar brings progressive Muslim perspective
Nationally-known
speaker visits GV,
explains how love
could transform the
‘clash of cultures’
By Brandon Manus

GVl. Staff Writer

Omid Safi, Islamic scholar
and member of the Progressive
Muslim Movement, lectured
and answered questions from the
Grand Valley State University
community Wednesday.
Sah presented the program.
Moving Beyond the Clash of
Civilizations: A Progressive
Muslim View, in Loose more
Auditorium.
An associate professor of
Islamic Studies at University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Sah said he envisions an Islam
that embraces gender equality,
social justice and pluralism.
The event was a collaborative
effort between Middle Eastern
studies
and
philosophy
departments.
"(The sponsors) wanted to
bring Sah because he just edited
a book on progressive Muslims,"
said Coeli Fitzpatrick, assistant
professor of philosophy. "(The
Faculty) wanted the students to
hear this unique point of view.”
The topic of progressive
Muslims is important because
Americans typically only see the
extremist side of the religion,
Fitzpatrick said.
The
extremist
minonty
becomes the newt, and that
generates more news, but it's
important to realize the people
who speak out against extremists,
he added.

Sah pointed out that while
there are many problems in the
world today, perseverance is
necessary to achieve change.
“We live in a very messed
up world,” Sah said. “I have the
audacity to believe that another
world is possible.”
A central theme of Sah’s
lecture was that truth and love
must be shown toward all
mankind.
“It is necessary to speak truth,
but one must be motivated by
none other than love.” Sah said.
“We have an obligation to uphold
the sanctity of human life.”
Throughout his lecture. Sah
emphasized how love is a key
ingredient that makes a difference
in this “clash of cultures.”
“It’s easy to have pity.” Sah
said. “It’s easy to feel guilt, and
yet we must have the audacity
to realize that shame and guilt
are not divine qualities. Only

with love can we bring about this
transformation.”
Professor Majd Al-Mallah.
acting coordinator of the Middle
Eastern studies department, said
he liked that Sati illustrated not
all Muslims are the same.
“The topic is important
because we don't normally hear
about it very much." Al-Mallah
said. “It's important to show that
Muslims, like any other group,
are not all the same I thought
that was a positive message.”
Graduate student Joe Bozck
said Sah's lecture helped point
out what true Islam is all about.
“He provided us with a
perspective that not many
students have access to.” Bozek
said.
Late in the lecture, students
asked
questions
regarding
spec16c verses in the Koran about
the treatment of women
“It's always kind of nice to

hear any Muslim views, but
especially the ones that contradict
the popular impression that most
people have." said Jared Recne
a political science and Middle
Eastern studies major. “I was a
bit dissatished by the questions
at the end however. He definitely
could have addressed that in
some way.”
Recne said Sah did not fully
answer some questions dealing
with the treatment of women.
Fitzpatrick, who read Sah's
book, said he believes Sah wanted
to avoid an untimely argument.
“I know he has it and deals
with (the treatment of women)
in much more detail,” Fitzpatrick
said.
Sah has written three
books, more than 30 articles
and numerous contributions to
book reviews and encyclopedia
entries.

Job market outlook better this year, study finds
By Erik Westlund

GVl. Attitlanl Newt editor

Grand Valley State University
students graduating in 2007 will
enter the best job market in hve
years, according to a recent study
by the National Association of
Colleges and Employer*.
NACE's Job Outlook 2007 Fall
Preview Survey reported employers
plan to hire about 17 percent more
new college graduates than were
hired in 2005-06 — marking the
fourth consecutive year of double
digit increases
Chris Plouff. director of Cancer
Services, said Michigan is enjoying
the benefits of this national trend,
despite suffering from the wont
unemployment in the nation

"Even in that kind of
environment, what we've seen
through our office is that there has
been a real pick-up in opportunities
and recruiting activities from
employers for our students and our
graduates." he said.
The majority of empkiyers
cited organizational growth, an
improved economy and anticipated
retirements as motives for the
increased college graduate hiring,
said Andrea Koncz. NACE
employment information manager
The survey reported about
half of employers who responded
planned to hire more new college
graduates than they did last year
Although that number is down
from 66.5 percent, the number of
employers that plan to decrease
hiring this year is 5.4 percent, down

from 18.2 percent last year.
The service sector is projected
to see the largest increase in
hiring at nearly 20 percent.
The manufacturing sector and
government and non-profit firms
expect increases at about half that,
according to the survey
The survey also breaks down
projected hinng trends by region,
with the South expected to see the
highest increase at more than 25
percent.
Though the Midwest is
anticipated to see the least increase
by regain at 10 percent, it has the
largest percentage of employers
planning to increase starting salary
for bachelor's degree graduates
Koncz said the NACE found
that more college graduates arc
receiving multiple job offers after

graduation
"That is a sign that the market is
getting better." she said. “That was
not the case in previous yean ”
Plouff said employen are
seeking out GVSU graduates in
greater numbers
There are a lot of employen
who we don’t have to go exit and
convince to come and recruit Grand
Valley students.” he said. "All of
the areas where employen are
trying to connect with txir students
have all drastically gone up in the
last year."
The job market is very strong
for GVSU graduates in health care,
business, acctHinting, computer
science and engineering, he added
PkxifT said his office has also
seen an increase of employen
seeking graduates of liberal arts

programs — a result of the desire
for employees with strung critical
thinking and communication skills.
Employers have consistently
cited communication skills, both
verbal and written, as the most
important attributes in perspective
employees. Kixkz said.
The survey also reported
employers plan to hire 22 percent
more graduates holding master’s
degrees in business administration
NACE
is
a
non-profit
organization connecting more than
2.(XX) colleges and universities
across the nation, including GVSU.
with mine than 3,100 human
restxm.es and staffing professionals
locused »xt job recruiting.
The Job Outkxik 2007 Fall
Preview Survey was ctxxlucted
between July and August 2006.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Seeing the
big picture
Students who post inappropriate photos
or information about themselves on
Web sites should be prepared to face the
repercussions and responses of potential
employers.
The Internet is a tremendous convenience and valuable
tool for seeking information. The advent of Web sites such
as Facebook.com, MySpace.com and various online journal
pages can make knowing someone relatively easy without
even approaching them. Young people may not only track
down and make connections with others, but are able to
create an image or facade for themselves, highlighting
the memories and mayhem of their lives through digital
networks.
In doing this, however, some Internet addicts miss the
larger picture. While it may be enjoyable to post photos from
parties or release details of intimate relationships, individuals
must be mindful of their audience. Although sites such as
Facebook are geared toward students, college-age users are
not the only ones viewing the information and images.
A recent survey by the National Association of Colleges
and Employers revealed more than one in 10 employers
check applicants’ profiles on social networks, and more
than 60 percent of these employers admitted the content
of profiles plays a role in their hiring decisions. While this
statistic may be easily overlooked by those active in college
mode, students need to remember they are in school to
prepare themselves for a career.
Although MySpace and Facebook have privacy options
to limit viewers, some companies specifically hire interns
or recent graduates who are part of such networks to access
private information.
The same may be said for online journals or blogs.
Individuals who post in-depth details about their experiences
or attitudes must brace themselves for unexpected readership,
. no matter how private their settings. With the free flow
of information at Web surfers’ fingertips, it should be no
surprise who manipulates the system and gains access to
. Internet pages. It is the World Wide Web after all.
1 The next time students upload party photos or add
“drinking” to their favorite interests in profiles, they should
consider if they would do the same on a resume. When it
comes to sharing information, individuals must prepare for
the unexpected in presenting themselves both at work and in
their personal lives.

Tnt siwr of a Gjood day. ..
GVl I Dustin I R09.fi

YOUR INSIGHTS------------------------------------------------------

How would you feel about using a service
where you could purchase chapters of
books or entire books on the Internet?

”1 think it's a great idea. I
trust pretty much anything
online.'

”1 guess it would depend on
the price. I suppose it could
be a beneficial service *

'I think it would be very
useful, especially when a
professor only assigns half
of a book. It would cost less
so you don't have to pay for
$100 of a book when you
only use $50 of it*

*1 think I would like it
because it makes it much
more accessible with
advancing technology. It
would be easier to access
the text wherever there is a
computer available *

Tom Bender
Freshman
English Education

Jonathan Slater
Graduate Student
Physical Therapy

Jazz McKinney
Junior
Math Education

Sarah Hager
Senior
Social Work

GVL STUDENT OPINION

I'd rather be lonely when I'm old
By Ben Hodges

GVL Columnist
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“The rule of thumb is if you don’t
want your grandmother to see it,
you don’t want an employer to see

Mimi Collins

National Association of Colleges and
Employers director of information, on
Facebook.com profiles

Back in the day — I’m no
good at history, so let’s say a
few yean back — girls used
to have kids at the age of 14 or
15. Basically, whenever they
were fertile enough to have
one.
As time wore on. girls got
smarter and realized having
babies at that age is ridiculous,
so they started waiting longer
and longer to have them.
The average woman now
has her tint child at 27. For
me. I’m waiting ‘till I’m 45
or so and adopting a 15-yearold. Why. you ask? Because
I’d be a horrible parent. I shall
explain.
I am a firm believer in
the phrase “first impressions
last a lifetime.” If I were to
have a child, my girlfriend
would expect me to be present
when the child is bom. It’s
like seeing your parents in

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
'.4 welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
; editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
' each issue. The limit for letter

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

handle changing diapers. I’m
lazy enough when I have to
change my own pants. I’d be
a lot lazier changing someone
else's pants
As you can tell. I’m pretty
set on not having kids.
However, every time I
tell people I never intend to
have kids, they say something
along the lines of. “But who’s
going to love you when you’re
older?”
Simple — nobody.
I wouldn’t expect my kids
to love me anyway. If you ever
hear me say I love hanging
out with my grandparents. I'm
lying.
I deal with that horrible
smell of old people homes and
the boringness of Parcheesi
just to stay on their good side.
But if you ever see me with
my grandparents, you can bet
your sweet Susie I'll be with
my rich grandparents You’ll
never see me with my poor
grandparents
Which ln another reason I

don’t want to have kids. When
I'm old, I want my money
to be mine. I’m not going to
have a fortune when I’m older,
especially if prohibition isn’t
brought back.
What money I do have is
going to be spent on better
stuff than clothes for my
grandchildren. Come on.
I’ll be an old man. not Sally
Strutherv
But at least I can accept that
I’ll be kmely when I’m old.
with no kids to love me. As
long as the History Channel
is around in 40 years. I’ll be
golden.
Even if I had kids, they
wouldn’t love me when I’m
old anyhow, so why bother
putting up with annoying brats
for decades? On top of that,
my kids would have kids,
making even more of them
running around.
Come on. do you really
want more of me running
around the planet?

Teachers should get students' respect
By Allison Spooner

GVL Columnist

GVL OPINION POLICY -

the shower.
After that,
you can
never look
at them the
same again.
And of
course she’ll
expect me
to like my
own kid, but
if I had to watch him be bom. I
definitely couldn't like him.
Think of your best friend.
Now. imagine meeting him
wreaking havoc on your
girlfriend Would you have
been friends? Exactly
I could avoid all that by
just not being present when
the child is bom. However. I
have a wealthy grandfather
who is a pastor. He would still
claim me only if I was there,
and I’d rather not be left out of
his will. Sure. I’d hate my own
child, but imagine how many
Hanson posters I could buy.
On top of that. I’m pretty
sure I wouldn't be able to

I grew up as a teacher’s
daughter, and I found it
teaches you many things
Some of the most
prominent include
knowing to always do your
homework or it will get
back to your mother, always
behave or it will get back
to your mother and always
treat your teachers how you
would treat your mother.
I applied this concept
through my school years
and into college. Teachers
(yes. even substitutes) are
people too. with lives,
homes and children. They
do not exist only to give
students homework or the
dreaded F.
The same is true of
professors
In middle and hith

school it
was painful
for me to
see students
pick on
teachers
or their
substitutes.
I would
picture
Spooner
my mom
getting the same treatment
When I began attendirg
Grand Valley State
University. I thought that
we students were past
picking on teachers until
they reached their limit. For
the most part I was right
However, recently it’s come
to my attention that some
of us have not left these
adolescent habits behind
The instances have been
few and far between, but I
have had some high school
flashbacks at OVSU. In one

\

of my classes. I witnessed
a student blatantly interrupt
a professor mid-sentence to
ask for a break.
The more I paid
attention, the more I
notice students having
conversations in the back
of classrooms, laughing at
inside jokes during class
and not even pretending to
pay attention.
We aren’t all perfect
students. We may not
pay attention when we
should. We may doodle
or daydream But when
we disrupt the class or
disrespect the professor, that
crosses a line.
Some professors have
such a demanding presence
it’s hard not to respect them,
and students maintain good
behavior out of fear, which
should not be the only
motivator keenine them in
r

»

check. Those professors
who are timid or shy
deserve the same treatment
It almost embarrasses me
to see students my age who
seem to need another lesson
in how to treat their elders
and other people in general
For me it’s easy to treat
a teacher with respect. I just
picture my mom up there
instructing the class.
However, for those
without teacher parents, it
still shouldn’t be too hard
to remember things learned
in elementary school. We
all know not to talk when
others are talking, not to say
anything if we don’t have
something nice to say and to
treat others how we would
like to be treated.
It all goes back to the
old saying. "Everything I
need to know I learned in
kindergarten ”

LAKER LIFE

Laura Mazade, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife^lanthorn com

Laker Life in Brief

WeMness Retreat hits GVSU
Fieidhouse

Fathers to discuss their role
at GV event

“What Daddy’s Do Best!,”
celebrating the role of being
a father, will be presented by
GVSU Children’s Center and
GVSU Work Life Connections.
An informal dialogue between
GVSU fathers of young children
will occur at the event, which is
facilitated by Sharalle Arnold of
the Children’s Center and Sue
Sloop of Work Life Connections.
The event will be Thursday
from noon to 1 pm in Lake
Ontario Hall room 167. Drinks
and pizza will be provided.
To register, visit the Live and
Learn Brown Bag Series Web site
at http://www.gvsu.edu/worklife
or call (616) 331-8011.
Martone to share his works
for Writers Series

The GVSU Department of
Writing will host its Writers
Series, allowing the public to
attend readings and discussions
with authors
Michael Martone will visit
GVSU Thursday in the Sherman
Van Solkema Recital Hall of
the Performing Arts Center. He
will read from his works, and a
discussion will follow.
The Writers Series will also
include writer Kristin Gore
and Joe Wendcroth. Gore has
written for television shows
including “Saturday Night Live"
and “Futurama," and she is
the author of “Sammy's Hill.”
Joe Wenderoth is the author of
“Letters to Wendy’s" and two
poetry collections.
Gore’s reading will be an Feb.
IS at 7 pm and Wendeiuth’s
reading will March 19 at 7 pm.
For more information, call (616)
331-3601 or visit http^/www.
gvsu.edu/writmg.
Seminar to help manage
stress

A seminar offered by
the Counseling and Career
Development Center will focus
on strategies and ideas to help
manage stress.
Eric
Klingensmith.
coordinator of crisis intervention,
will lead the seminar from 1 to 2
pm Wednesday in room 204 of
the Student Services Building.
There will be five sessions
available.

By Laura Mazade

GVL Laker Life Editor
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Healthy choices: Students line up at the campus dining booth to receive water bottles and literature regarding dining on
campus

Expo to provide
fitness insight
Health, wellness resources made available at event
By Mary Pritchard

GVL Staff Writer

Encouraging students to get
back on track for a healthy lifestyle.
Grand Valley State University
staffers are gearing up to host the
thud annual Fitness and Wellness
Expo Wednesday
The event, coordinated by
Campus Recreation, is designed to
alert students to the campus-wide
resources, student organizations and
local businesses that may aid them in
their goal of getting (it and healthy.
“This event is to showcase the
fact that taking care of yourself
is absolutely essential to be a
successful student,” said Laura
Kennetl, assistant director of Fitness
and Wellness Center for Campus
Recreation.
The Expo will be in the Kirkhof
Center’s Grand River Room from
11 am to 1:30 p.m.
A variety of vendors will
showcase their services and
products. Displays will include
Campus Dining. GVSU Climbing &
Adventure Center, Meijer. David D.
Hunting YMCA and New Balance.
“We tried to expand the scope
of vendors." Kennetl said. “We
also have student organizations
that support and encourage healthy
lifestyles this year."
This is the Expo's biggest year in
terms of the number of vendors, said
Amy Soper-Campbell. wellness
coordinator for Campus Recreation
Last year’s Expo had IS vendors,
while this year has attracted 26, she
artrWl

The
student
organizations
attending will be looking for new
members to join their activities.
Kennett said.
"(Having
more
student

organizations present) gives the
possibility for those attending to
get mure involved around campus,''
Soper-Campbell said. “There are
a lot of different oppiwtunities
available, even chances to volunteer
in the community.”
Registration for community
service opportunities will be
available far sign up. including the
Fifth Third River Bank Run and
Leukemia & Lymphoma: Team in
Training.
Also throughout the event, there
will be demonstrations of different
physical activities and exercises
every 30 minutes.
‘Taking care of yourself
encompasses much more than just
going to the rec center.” Kennett
said ‘There will be nutrition related
booths, mind/body information.
Health
Services,
recreabonal
services and so much more."
The Expo will also have a variety
of healthy snacks provided by Fresh
Food Company, including fresh
fruit, vegetables, bagels and juice.
Last year’s Expo drew feedback
that more nutritional information
should be available. Soper-Campbell
said This year. GVSU’s dietitian
will be present to give healthy eating
possibilities on campus, she added.
Another incentive to attend
the Expo is the multiple prize
giveaways.
Some prizes include gifr cards to
Meijer. Target, Best Buy and fitness
packages with heart rate monitors,
jump ropes, water bottles, reflective
strips for jogging and gifl cards to
Stride Rite.
An iPod shuffle and lTunes card
will aLso be included in the raffle
The Fitness and Wellness Expo
emerged from what GVSU used to
refer to as Health Fairs, an event with
tables of information that students

Group provides mentoring experience
By Kelly Garrett

GVL staff Wrilrr

While some believe mentoring
youths only benefits the child.
Grand Valley State University
senior Elizabeth Jones said being
a mentor has helped her become a
better person.
Jones is an intern for Big
Brothers Big Sisters as a part of
her social work major and has
mentored for the past six months.
“Mentoring has given me more
confidence for my profession."
Jones said. “It has given me a
better perspective on life and has
made me a more well-rounded
person.”
Big Brothers Big Sisters is
a youth mentoring organization
that provides mentors for kids
ages six to 18. and recruits new
volunteers to get involved.
Jones mentors at a charter
school where she works with five
students on reading skills. She said
her best achievement is seeing
improvement in the students'
reading skills and knowing she
has made a difference
“Sometimes you are the only
Demon these kids have to turn
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GV coaches students
in service, advocacy

5? GVL DIGEST

This year ’s Wellness Retreat
will take place in the Fietdhouse
hum 10 a.m. to 2 pm Saturday.
Campus Recreation the Women ’s
Center and the Counseling and
Career Development Center will
sponsor this year’s event
Participants have a chance to
attend seminars and clinics an
topics related to physical activity,
stress management and nutrition.
Comfortable
clothing
should be worn and a change of
workout clothes are suggested.
Participants should bring a water
buttle, towel, yoga mat and a lock
for lockers.
Lunch and bee massages will
be available throughout the day.
Participants must register for
the event. To attend, contact die
Women’s Center at (616) 3312748 or visit room 161 of the
Kirkhof Center.
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to.” Jones said. “You’re the only
woman adult in their life other
than their mother."
Jones said mentoring also
helps the child leam to socialize
and improve on other skills they
have problems with.
There are different ways a
person can choose to mentor.
Community-based
matches
are more one-on-one with a child
where the mentor and child do
activities in the community such
as visit museums, movies or other
activities they choose.
School-based matches require
mentors to visit the child’s school
for an hour a week to do projects
or read with the child.
Mentors typically work with
kids one day a week for a few
hours. The mentor is usually the
same gender as the child, unless
it is a school-based program such
as the one Jones is involved in
where the children’s gender in the
group can be mixed.
Mike Urschalitz. a social
worker at Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Grand Rapids, said there are
about 300 kids waiting for a
community-based mentor There
are also 100 more volunteers

needed for the school-based
program.
"These kids could use another
positive role model in their life,”
Urschalitz said. "As some are
lacking attention from adults, this
attention makes them feel better
about themselves and helps them
do better in school.”
To become a mentor, an
interview is conducted, followed
by a background check that
includes a driving record
screening. Potential mentors will
also need to have two references
on the person's ability to mentor
The entire process can take
anywhere from one to three
months depending on how long
the background check takes.
Urschalitz said. Mentors are
matched with children depending
on gender and the type of child
the mentor would like to work
with.
Anyone interested in becoming
a mentor can fill out an inquiry on
the Big Brothers Big Sisters Web
site at http://www.bbbs.org or
contact a local Big Brothers Big
Sisters

could pick up. Kennett said.
When a graduate student
suggested a mure hands-on approach
to the event staffers began to rethink
their approach, she added.
“We did so by adding
demonstrations, music, giveaways
and things that would draw the
students in.’’ Kennett said. “(Doing
this) allows people to get a more
hands-on sense of what is really
out there and all that they can take
advantage of to pursue a healthy
life"

The second annual Service
and Advocacy Week begins
today, giving students an
opportunity to leam about
volunteer opportunities on and
off campus
Hosted by the Community
Service Learning Center, the fiveday event will include a variety
of daily programs for students.
Originally Service Week,
which has proceeded Campus
Leadership Week in past years,
the name was changed to try to
incorporate all aspects of service
and advocacy in the community,
said Jodi Griffin, coordinator of
CSLC.
Although last year's program
was highly promoted, there was
not a lot of attendance, Griffin
said.
“Hopefully our participation
will go up. so others can team
more about our services within
the community center,” she
added.
Service and Advocacy Week’s
events are aimed at recognizing
the organizations and activities
on campus as well as community
partners. Griffin said.
There are three
main
community partners — YMCA
of Grand Rapids. Grand Rapids
Public Schools and American Red
Cross — and events throughout
the week will highlight aspects
of these partners, how CSLC
works with them and how to get
involved. Griffin added.
“The community partner
showcase Wednesday is where
we invite community agencies
focused on mentoring and
tutoring the community.” Griffin
said.
New to the week’s events is
the Disabilities Awareness and
Emergency Weather Assistance
Program Training from 7 to 9
p.m. in the Kirkhof Center's
Grand River Room.
The program is a collaboration
between CSLC. the Disability

Support Services department,
and the Organization fur the
Advancement of Students with
Disabilities.
Individuals interested in
helping students with disabilities
may attend this event to leam
about the challenges these
students face on campus and
become a trained assistant.
The week will continue
with the CSLC Open House on
Tuesday from 9 am. to 5 p.m.
in Room HOB Kirkhof Center,
inviting GVSU faculty, staff and
students to visit the center and
leam what services are provided.
’The center is still new."
Griffin said. “It opened in January
of 2006, so (CSLC) want to share
with the GVSU community
our services and what we do
here from academic services to
volunteer opportunities."
Also on Tuesday, the
American Red Cross Disaster
Relief Training will be on hand
from 6 to 8 p. m. in Room 215/216
of Kirkhof Center for those who
missed the first training session
and want to become certified.
Dance Marathon “It’s for the
kids" will host an information
table in the Kirkhof Center
Lobby Thursday from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. where guests may
purchase a Children’s Miracle
Network balloon for $1 to help
save a child’s life and receive
information about the fundraiser.
Wrapping up the week’s
events will be the Service and
Advocacy Organizations Meeting
from 6 to 8 p.m. in Room 250C
Kirkhof Center.
Representatives
from
all Service and Advocacy
Organizations are welcome to
discuss upcoming programs,
volunteer
and
advocacy
opportunities and other issues.
Daily events include Service
and Advocacy Organization
displays from 9 a.m. to S p.m.
and a CSLC Information Table
where students can nominate a
GVSU mentor from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Kirkhof lobby.
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* 4 Bedrooms
* 4 Vi Baths
* Garage on some units
* Walkout units
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Units Now
Available!

* Daylight units
Free cable with lease
* Washer and dryer in every unit
*

* Professionally designed closets
* Over 1600 square feet per unit

* Covered car ports
• Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
* Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance
* GVSU Alumni / Allendale owned and operated
* Energy efficient, Green built buildings, resulting in lower utility bills
• Energy efficient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
• Ropmmate profile service
* Walking path through woods
* *4 of a mile from campus
-

Floorplans & Rates Available
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GVSU SWIMMING AND DIVIN

GEARS UP FOR

THE MIX’S AMD WOMEN S SWIM
TEAMS WILL COMPETE IN THE
CLIAC CHAMPIONSHIPS ON
FEB.'S*! 24 THEY FIRST FACE
OFF AGAINST HOPE COLLEGE
ON FRIDAY IN THE GVSU
FIELDHOUSE
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SPORTS

Matthew Verdonk, Sports Editor
sports#lanthorn com
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Teams paddle through wins, losses
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Of the 30 events the Grand
Valley State University men
and women's track teams
participated in this weekend,
25 of them ended with at
least one Laker athlete in the
top five.

K bZ
After today's games versus
Gannon University in Erie.
Pa., the Grand Valley
State University men and
women's basketball teams
will return home for a twoweek stretch, wherein both
teams will compete against
four conference opponents
Wayne State University comes
to Allendale Thursday and
Ashland University will visit
Saturday.
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The Grand Valley State
University men's swimming
team claimed first place in
12 of the 13 events against
Calvin College Friday. The
Lakers defeated the Knights
179-62.

GW / KyW A. Hudeci *

Making waves: Junior Megan Hahler competes in the women s t,000-yard freestyle event agamst Indianapolis m the Fieldhouse on Saturday She took third place m the event

In Its game against Robert
Morris College Friday night,
the Grand Valley State
University club hockey team
scored eight goals. The
Lakers weathered a third
period sturm from their
opponent and came away
with an 8-7 victory.

GVSU men’s swim team takes
two victories while the women’s
team loses both matches
By Brandon Watson

GVt. Assistant Sports Editor

Competing back-to-back days proved to be a test
of depth for many Grand Valley State University
swimmers.
Last weekend in consecutive days, the men's
team put together back-to-back victories while the
women dropped two close events.
On Friday, the Lakers traveled to Grand Rapids
to face Calvin College. The men took advantage
early and never looked back, beating the Knights
179-62. The women were defeated 134-109.
GVSU head coach Dewey Newsome knows his
team is making strides.
“We are swimming well," Newsome said. "But

GET YOUR

we need to make up some times in other areas
where we aren’t as strong."
The men took first place in 12 of 13 events on
Friday, including junior Joel Overway claiming
first in both one (277.65) and three-meter (252.85)
diving. For the women, senior Raelyn Prelewitz
took first place in the three-meter dive with 255.20
total points and second in the one-meter dive with
243.55 points.
The women took first place in just five events.
Sophomore All-American Jenna Thayer won two.
the 400-yard individual medley with a time of
4:41.02 and the 100-yard butterfly with a time of
58.90.
On Saturday, the men continued to roll as they
beat the University of Indianapolis 145-98. The
women were edged out. losing 119-112.
"Swimming two days in a row can be hard,"
Newsome said. "However, at the conference meet
we will hav&jojiwim three days in a row. so we
need to build on this."

The Laker men took first place in seven events.*
finishing strong in diving and taking the top three*
spots in both events. Freshman Evan Betts took!
first place in the one-meter dive with 251.63 points *
and the three-meter dive with 256.73 points.
Senior Jennifer Hillson and Prelewitz were the*;
only two women divers, as the Greyhounds do not !
have a team, forfeiting the points. Hillson won*
both events, with a 233.47 score in the one-meter*
dive and a 244.05 total score in the three-meter!*
dive. Prelewitz finished with score of 225.37 (one- *•
meter) and 237.30 (three-meter).
In the men’s 200-yard medley relay, the team!;
of seniors Justin Vasque. and Kyle Barrons and**
freshmen Hans Hill and ,taron Renton tallied a*
time of 1:39.25 to take first place.
Sophomore’s Justin Barkel and Kyle Burgher!*
each claimed first place finishes. Burgher won *
the 500-yard freestyle at 4:57.48. Barkel took*
first place in two events, while claiming second !

LAKER
NEWS Jager leaves lasting mark on Athletics \
ONLINE
Head athletic trainer is
remembered by many
members of the GVSU
community

www.lanthorn.com

By Brandon Watson

GVL Assistant Sports Editor

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team IGLIAC I Overall
Grand Valley

6*2

15-2

Saginaw Valley

4*5

7*9

Lake Superior

4-5

7-11

Northern Michigan

4*6

10-9

Michigan Tech

4-6

9*10

Northwood

3-6

7-10

H

111

Findlay

10-p

Ashland
MercYhurst

H
M

19*1
14-9
13-9

Wayne State

4-4

8-8

Hillsdale

4-5

12-6

Gannon

2-6

6-10

To the many associated with
university Athletics who knew him.
Todd Jager was much more than a
trainer.
He was responsible for ensuring
the physical well-being of the studentathletes in his care, and embodied
the perseverance of the hundreds
of OVSU athletes he worked with
through the years.
Jager. who died Thursday after
20 months of fighting brain cancer,
touched several lives inside and
outside of the training room.
“With Todd, it was never about
himself," GVSU women's basketball
head coach Dawn Plitzuweit said. “I
think it was an example of him versus
adversity, and a witness of his faith."
Plitzuweit is not alone, as Jager
was praised by assistant athletic

STANDINGS

CVZ. Sports Editor
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Not forgottefv odd Jager has been praised for h* longtime work as head athletic tMiner at GVSU
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GVSU track leads the pack in preparatory meet

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Grand Valley

trainers, coaches and players as a
genuinely caring person.
While fitness is important to the
student-athletes, Jager made sure
they never spent too much time in the
training room.
Graduate assistant Kerri Jonas
could not deny the impact Jager had
on the entire athletics training staff.
When he was not pushing athletes
to work through their injuries, he was
laughing with them in the training
room, she said.
“He really treated athletes on a
personal level," Jonas added. "It
wasn’t always about sports or injuries.
He would go out of his way to help
the student-athletes here."
Even those who did not meet with
Jager on a regular basis were affected
by his presence.
Volleyball head coach Deanne
Scanlon said Jager was also known
for doing a lot of behind-the-scenes
work.
"He
genuinely
cared
about
athletics and how the students were,"
Scanlon said. "He worked very hard
at getting our athletes healthy enough
to compete when they were injured."

»‘

See Swimming, B8 ;

It was another solid performance
by the Grand Valley State University
men and women's track teams Friday
in the Boh Eubanks Open.
Laker distance runners, sprinters,
jumpers, pole-vaulters and throwers
placed at least one person in the top
five in 25 of the 30 events in which
they participated.
Teams from Ferris State University.
Aquinas College. Olivet College and
Tri-State University participated,
but FSU and Aquinas were the only
teams capable of keeping pace with
and challenging GVSU for first place
times.
"This was a great step forward
for us.’’ said GVSU track head coach
Jerry Baltes. "We definitely had some
very positive results."
Some of the events in which the

Lakers excelled were the women's
3.000-meter run. 55-meter hurdles
and pole vault and the men's 3.000meter run. 600-meter run and pole
vault.
In the 3.000-meter run. which
translates to a little less than two
miles, the GVSU men finished with
six athletes in the top 10. including
the top three spots. Freshman Mike
Segal recorded a first place time of 8
minutes 50.3 seconds.
In the same event, the GVSU
women did one better than the men.
taking seven of the top 10 spots,
including first and third. Senior
Lauren Bader ended in first place
with a 10:20.50 mark.
In the women’s 55-meter hurdles,
the Lakers notched five of the top
eight times. Freshman Candice Wheat
turned in a time of 8.48 to take first
place.
The men’s 600-meter event saw

GVSU runners record four of the'
five best times. Senior John Collins
sped three times around the track and
finished first with a time of 1:23.08. !
In the women’s pole vault, the*
Lakers swept the top five heights.
Sophomore Dianna Noonan elevated
to a height of 12 feet 2 inches. Senior
Rachel Duthler and sophomore*
Kellie Kieren followed close behind
and rounded out the lop three, both
reaching a height of 11 feet 8 inches.
Sophomore Bryant Wilson led the
way for Lakers on the men’s side of
the event with a vault of 16 feet 2
inches. The GVSU men also swept
the top five spots, hut freshman Matt
Gordeneer’s second place mark of 14
feet 8.25 inches fell more than a foot
short of Wilson’s.
This indoor track season is still
young, and Baltes has yet to display
See Track, BB
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GVSU basketball led by

i

strong, balanced play

The Grand Valley State
University men's basketball
team is playing statistically
balanced basketball. In 17 games
this season, the Lakers are giving
up an average of 52.1 points per
game — the lowest in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. GVSU is one of
only two teams in the GLLAC
that have held opponents less
than 1.000 total points this
season. Findlay University is
holding opponents to 60.6 points
per game.
Both teams are also defeating
others. Only seven teams in the
GLIAC this season are scoring
on average more points than
they are giving up. GVSU and
Findlay
University are the
only two teams beating their
opponents by more than 10
points on average. Findlay leads
the GLIAC, beating opponents
by a margin of 19.8 points per
game, while GVSU’s margin is
at 18.0 points per game.
GVSU and Findlay and are
ranked in the NABC/Division
II Bulletin Top 25 Poll Findlay
is ranked No. 6. while GVSU
follows at No. 8.

;

i

•

.
'
'
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GVSU women's basketball
faces Gannon

f 4111*

The Grand Valley Suae
University women’s basketball
team it the only squad in
Michigan on the USA Today
ESPN Division D Top 25
Coaches’ Poll. The Laken enter
their game against Gannon
University ranked No. 13.
There are seven women’s
basketball teams in the GLIAC.
including GVSU. with records at
or more than .500 in conference
play this season.
Findlay University in the
only team without a conference
win on the year. It is 0-10 in the
GLIAC and 4-16 overall.
Today's
game
between
GVSU and Gannon is a contest
between two 7-1 teams in
conference play. The Laken lead
• the GLIAC North Division and
" Gannon leads the GLIAC South

•

By Brian Beaupied

GVL Staff Writer

Grand
Valley
Stale
University's
football
learn
was honored Thursday in a
new way. The U.S. House of
Representatives approved a
resolution hoouring the Lakers
for winning their second
NCAA Division U National
Championship in a row.
The
unanimous
4220 vole was sponsored by
Congressman Pete Hoekstra
(R Holland) and co-sponsored
by Congressman Venturi J.
Ehlen (R-Grand Rapids). The
resolution recognized GVSU's
commitment to winning sod this
year's senior class that graduated
with a 52-4 record. Ehlen said
winning national titles in football
has earned West Michigan and
GVSU national recognition.

Division.

GVI. Staff Writer

Ask any player or coach in
’ any sport and they will tell you
* the same thing — it's not how
* you start, but how you finish.
Unfortunately for the Grand
Valley State
* University club
* hockey team.
; it has not been
2 finishing games
strong as of
* late.
J
Friday'!
s near debacle
? against Robert
j Morris College
Maroon was
just the latest in a recent string
of third period collapses by the
! Lakers.
Aside from Saturday’s game.
* GVSU has been outscored 14-2
in the third periods of its last
’ four games
In every one of those
' contests. GVSU was either
* winning, tied or within one goal
of its opposition entering the
' final 20 minutes Friday’s game
*» was the only one of the four
0 from which the Lakers managed
J to emerge with a victory.
*
To the team * credit, after
* nearly giving up a five-goal lead

4

See Hockey, B8

See Beaupied, B8

OVl / BaMy Doamling
Facaoff: GVSU's Nate Beverwyk competes (of the puck during a hockey game f nday night at the Georgetown ice Arena

Lakers soar over Eagles
GVSU club hockey
team tramples
Robert Morris
College in two
weekend games
By Kevin Vallance

GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley Slate
University club hockey team
(14-12*3) got back on track at
home last weekend, toppling the
Robert Morris College Maroon
Eagles in back-to-back nights.
Although both wins came
against the same opponent, the
games were polar opposites of
one another.
The Lakers got out to a good
start in the first game Friday as
they were able to control the
puck, place constant pressure on
the Eagle defense and limit their
opponents' scoring chances.
Still, the Eagles managed
to stay in the game thanks to
a number of stellar saves by
goalie Nino Salvatori and the
team's ability to take advantage
of the few opportunities GVSU
gave it.
Early in the second period,
GVSU made good on its scoring
chances and distanced itself
from the Eagles. The Lakers
rattled off five consecutive
goals in the second period,
including one of the shorthanded variety.
With less than five minutes
remaining in the game. GVSU
held what would normally be
a comfortable 8-4 lead, but
momentum quickly shifted in
the Eagles' direction as they
were able to score three goals
in less than two minutes.

James D’Anza got the
scoring started for the Eagles,
showing off his puck handling
skills as he shredded through
two defenders before putting
one past GVSU sophomore
goaltender Kevin Chapman
Less than a minute later, the
Eagles added another goal and
a third just eight seconds later.
The three quick goals cut the
Laker lead to one and had GVSU
fans holding their breath.
GVSU head coach Denny
McLean was not going to
take any chances. He pulled
Chapman in favor of freshman
Grant Lyon for the remaining
three minutes.
“The only reason I pulled
him was that we were starting
to panic, and it wasn't just
him,” McLean said. “He made
some good saves, but then it
becomes a situation where you
start to second guess your own
abilities.”
The team was able to fend
off the Eagle attack in the final
minutes, winning the game by a
final score of 8-7.
McLean
attributed
the
Eagles' near comeback to his
team, allowing them to play in
the open ice. rather than forcing
them to the boards and getting
physical.
“I think our defensemen
were really trying to key on just
poke-checking the puck and we
weren’t taking a body out," he
said. "They were pretty elusive,
but we needed to concentrate on
eliminating the man and we just
didn’t."

Playing to potential: The GVSU hockey team defeated Robed Moms College
Saturday 6 3 at Georgetown Ice Arena The Lakers dominated m both weekend games

Despite
nearly
giving
away the game in the last five
minutes. McLean was happy
with his team's performance,
but determined to make sure
the same mistakes would not be
made in Saturday’s game.
The second contest of the
w eekend began in much the same
way that Friday's did. GVSU
was able to control the puck,
generate scoring opportunities
and minimize Robert Morris
College's chances.
What was different from
the previous game was that
GVSU’s defense stood its
ground Saturday.
Instead of narrowly escaping
disaster as they had the night
before, the Lakers scored the
first three goals of the game
and would never relinquish the
lead, going on to win by a final
score of 6-3.

Off-Campus Student Housing for only

Per Person
Per Month

Strong finish is key for
GV’s club hockey team
By Kevin Vallance

Also, unlike the previous
night. GVSU did not allow any
easy goals.
“We took away the middle a
lot better today.” McLean said.
“The goals that they got they
had to work for.”
Lyon picked up the win in
net for GVSU.
Leading the scoring last
weekend for the Lakers were
freshman Nick Biondo (four
goals, two assists), freshman
Jake Erway (three goals, three
assists) and senior Andrew
Beller (five assists).
McLean said his team is
confident heading into the final
stretch of the season and looks
forward to its next game, slated
for Friday against the University
of Missouri.
“It's a huge game, one that's

I began watching hockey
when I was seven years
old. and my outlook on the
landscape of
the National
Hockey
League has
changed
countless
times since
then.
As I
continued
to watch. I
became a
more open-minded fan.
My focus expanded from
my hometown team, the
Detroit Red Wings, to the
whole of the NHL.
With the inception of
the “new NHL.” a league
of salary caps, trapezoids ,
behind the nets and shootouts. my outlook has changed
yet again.
Never before in the
history of the league have
there been two conferences
more different in terms of
play style.
The Wales Conference,
synonymous with the Eastern
Conference, boasts the teams
with the highest scoring
outputs and possesses the
majority of the most talented
players in the NHL.
On the flip side, the
Campbell Conference,
traditionally called the
Western Conference,
emphasizes strong defensive
play, work ethic and the team
concept. It is anything but the
run and gun mentality found
in the East.
Differences aside, both J
conferences have teams that
can make their case for a ‘
Stanley Cup championship
this spring. The team with
the best shot at the cup from
the east is the New Jersey
Devils.
With a nucleus that has
remained largely intact since
its last cup in 2003, the
Devils have the experience
and the know-how that
give them the edge in the
East. It does not pack the ,
offensive punch featured by
most Eastern Conference
clubs, but the Devils play a
tenacious defensive system'
backed by one of the greatest
net minders of all-time,
Martin Brodcur.
The one missing cog from
the Devils'championship
team is Anaheim Ducks
.
defenseman Scott
Nicdermayer. Niedermayer,

in the third period the previous
night, it proved Saturday it can
finish a game strong.
Entering the third period with
a 5-2 lead, the Lakers gave up
just one goal on their way to
victory. Considering the seven
penalties they were called for
had them on the penalty kill
for the majority of the period,
that is about as good as anyone
could have asked for.
While we are on the subject
of penalties, those have also
been a thorn in GVSU’s side.
Although they have been
the victims of some very
questionable officiating on more
than one occasion, the Lakers
have been known to rack up 30
or more penalty minutes in a
single game Thankfully for the
Lakers, their penalty kill has
played well all season
Still, playing a man down
makes it hard to hold onto a lead
late in a game and even harder
to mount a comeback
The Lakers did well to stay
out of the penalty box for the *
most part this weekend Not
counting the third period of
Saturday’s game, the Lakers
amassed just 22 penalty minutes
in the two games combined
After Friday's game. McLean

"rates vary depending on number of occupants

4 Bedroom Unit
1800 Sq. Ft.
Allows Pets
Washer and Dryer Hook-up
Big Bade Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere
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Master class provides trumpet tips
Visiting professor
gives students a new
perspective on trumpet
lessons
By Brandy Arnold

GVL Staff Writer

The sounds of trumpets resonated
through Van Solketna Recital Hall during
Friday evening’s master class led by Jean
• Moorehead Libs, a trumpet professor
from Concordia College.
Twenty music students listened as
Libs offered tips on playing, auditioning
and staying motivated.
“There will always be those that are
better than you and those that are worse.”
she said. “Don’t worry about who's ahead
of you or behind you. Focus on making
yourself better.’’
She said everyone sometimes believes
they can't play, but each individual
has something to bring to the table.
Students need to learn how to prepare for
competitions and auditions, and how to
present themselves well, she said.
“You must study the judges and the
interview committees,” she said. “Know
what kind of trumpet players they are and
what they’re kioking for in performers.”
Many students took the stage to
perform pieces as Libs guided and
encouraged them
“You know when it feels right.” she
said during false starts and wrong notes
from the players. “Once it does, just keep

going"
She played along with the students to
help them get a feel for pitch and tempo
before allowing them to do it alone To
help them play, she went over exercises to
form their mouths correctly and to get air
into the trumpet better.
This was Libs eighth visit to Grand
Valley State University. She leads a
master class once a semester for music
students
Before sophomore Megan Kenyon
transferred to GVSU. she worked with
Libs in Ann Arbor. Mich. Every time
she worked with her was a wonderful
experience, she said.
“She is a female trumpet player in a
male-dominated profession." Kenyon
said. “It’s good to have a variety of
lessons from different teachers in order to
get a better understanding and a different
perspective.”
She added was nice to see how her
colleagues have improved and to show
where she is at in her playing.
“I love being able to see a teacher I
haven't seen in a while." she said. “(Libs)
is like a second mom to me. I can go to
her for anything."
Each time Libs comes to GVSU, the
lesson is new and different, said Richard
Stoelzel, associate trumpet professor
at GVSU. She is good at working with
intimidated students, he said.
“Anyone can work with the most
confident and strong performers." he said.
"The best teachers are able to work with
all levels."
He said when she leaves, the difference

GVl / CM* Potter

Perfecting their craft: Jean Moorehead Libs, professor of trumpet at Concordia College, works with GVSU student Brandon Beukema on Friday

in the way the students play is evident. He
encouraged all music students to go to the
master class to receive the same benefits.
What she teaches is applicable to
singers and different instruments as well.

he added.
Libs said she wanted to give the
students a fresh perspective on what their
professors have already taught them. She
hopes she inspired them to let go of their
inhibitions and become excited about

trying new things and taking risks, she
added.
“I want them to leave feeling good
about what they’re doing and then
continue to work on it.” she said.

Verdehr Trio to perform for Arts at Noon series
Acclaimed ensemble
' to present five-piece
concert for Grand
Valley afternoon
concert series
ii

By Nichole Duthler and
Michelle Pawtak

GVL Staff

The Verdehr Tno will fill the
Cook-DeWitt Center with sound
as put of Grand Valley Stale
University’s Arts at Noon Senes.
The vulin-clarinet-piano trio
is comprised of violinist Walter
Verdehr, clarinetist Elsa LudewigVerdehr and pianist Silvia Roederer.

The group toured the world seven
tunes, playing concerts in China,
Australia. Germany and many other
countries.
While the Verdehr Trio has
performed at GVSU in past years.
Ludcwig-Verdehr said she believes
this performance will be enjoyable
for everyone, even those who are not
knowledgeable in music.
“The violinist will be saying a
little about each piece before playing
it, which is a helpful guide when
listening to a piece of music for the
first time," she said.
The trio will perform five
contemporary pieces. The fust piece.
’’Dash," is a short and fast fiveminute movement.
“It depicts how hectic modem
day life is," Ludewig-Verdehr said.

The second piece is by Robert
Mann and the third piece is by one
of the most well-known woman
composers in this cuuntry. Joan
Tower. Ludewig-Vridehr said.
The thud piece, “Rainwaves."
characterizes rain in all its
manifestations from a few drops to
brants, she added. The fourth song
is a new piece called “Sononous
Rays."
"It is probably the biggest
challenge on our program for both
us and the audience.” Ludewig
Verdehr said.
The final piece will be a fast,
dramatic and rhythmic Tibetan
dance by University of Michigan
and Chinese American composer
Bright Sheng.
‘Contemporary music can be

really enjoyable and not the squeaks
and squawks and other stereotypes
that people pin on modem musk. "
Ludcwig-Veidehr said.
These
pieces are fresh, innovative and by
some of the best known composers
writing today”
The Verdehr Trio was founded
in
1972. Verdehr. Ludewig
Verdehr and Roederer have been
playing together since 1997.
()ne of Ludewig-Verdehr s most
memorable perftrmances w as in
the St. Petersburg concert house, she
said.
“The most beautiful chandeliers

were above as. the hall was lovely
and ornate, the audience was very
warm and enthusiasticshe said.
’They asked for four encores "
There is no cost for the Arts at
Noon. The show is from noon to 1
p.m. Friday.
Upcoming Aits at Noon
performances include a Valentine’s
Day jazz performance on Feb. 14
by the Bill Sears Quartet. Sears,
currently working at Interkvhen Arts
Academy, is known for his unique
saxophone skills.
Czech violinist Vitezlaw Ceroch
will perform a Bohemian selection

of music on March 1.
On March 12, the GVSU
Renigino String Quartet will perfirm.
celebrating its 10th anniversary at the
university The quartet includes Eric
Tanner. Diane Me Elfish. Barbara
Corbato and Stacey Busman Tanner
The Serafin Suing Quartet will
perform on March 27 followed by
the Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company
on April 5. Lead by Nai-Ni Chen,
the dance group mixes American
modem style with Asian art.
Far more information on the
performances, visit bttp^/www
gvsu.edu/music.

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!
YOU AND A GUEST ARE INVITED TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!

.Successful movie fails as video game
By Ben Hodges

GVL Staff Writer

.

Platform: Wii
Genre: Racing
Rating: S/10
• *

“Cars” is in a sticky
situation. First, it's a racing
game, which is a very hit-ormiss, love-it-or-hate-it genre.
On top of that,
it's based on a
movie, which
is always a
recipe for
disaster.
The game
it a better
movie-based
game than
most, however,
it still lacks
as a racing game. Players
can compete as Lightning.
Sally. Mater or a slew of other
characters. The story takes
place in Radiator Springs, a
free-roaming environment,
which is pretty cool to drive
around in.
At different spots in the
town, races are available for
play, and by winning those
races, more races, characters
and mini games are unlocked.
The main goal in the game is
to progress through the races
and eventually compete in the
Piston Cup.

Unfortunately, the “Cars"
races aren’t as fun as in other
racing games. Although many
of the tracks are well designed,
the controls really take away
from the gameplay. The Wii
remote functions as a steering
wheel — holding it sideways
with both hands and tilting it
to turn left and right are the
primary controls.
If you prefer the oldfashioned way. use the joystick
on the nunchuck to steer and
the buttons on the Wii remote
to accelerate and brake. Both
methods, however, still have
loose steering, and though most
racing games take some getting
used to. there's just no getting
used to “Cars."
When the races become
boring and monotonous (which
doesn't take long), the mini
games are a good way to get
more fun out of it. One mini
game involves sneaking out
into the pasture at night and
tipping over tractors, hoping to
not get caught by the harvester.
Many of the mini games are
tricky and actually more fun
than the racing. In addition,
training missions are available,
giving the player some added
driving practice.
“Cars" is a fun game — for
a little bit. The game lacks any
real stand-out features that
would set it apart from other

racing games, except for the
mini games.
For fans of the movie, it's
definitely worth one rental, as
it is fun to explore the settings
from the movie and play as
your favorite characters. But
aside from that, gamers are
better off just buying the
GameCube. Xbox or PS2
versions, since they're cheaper
and essentially the same game
with different controllers.
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GVSU researchers defend their
integrity in White River debate
The Associated Press

MUSKEGON. Mich (AP)
— When Nestle Waters North
America Inc. asked Grand Valley
State University scientists to
review the company’s plan to
pump groundwater from natural
springs near the headwaters of the
White River, it was supposed to
ease public concerns.
Instead, it triggered claims
from environmental advocates
that the school's researchers
cannot be objective about the
project.
Grand Valley scientists have
received three grants, totaling
$53,653, from an environmental
improvement fund that Nestle's
Michigan
subsidiary,
Ice
Mountain, established in 2001
at the Fremont Area Community
Foundation. The
Muskegon
Chronicle reported Sunday.
Environmentalist Jay Peasley
said he believes researchers at
Grand Valley's Annis Water
Resources Institute in Muskegon
compromised their scientific
objectivity by accepting grants
from the fund.
"How can the Annis Institute
indirectly receiving money from
Ice Mountain not be a conflict of
interestT’ said Peasley, a member
of the White River Watershed
Partnership.

Alan Stetnman. director of the
Annis Water Resources institute,
called the claim "patently false "
“Ice Mountain and Nestle have
never directly given us money
for research," Steinman said.
"We received three grants from
the Ice Mountain Environmental
Stewardship Fund — two for
a ground water assessment in
Mecosta County and one to study
phytoplankton in Muskegon

Lake.
“Ice Mountain officials have
never asked to look at our data
— they are the most hands-off
funder I’ve ever dealt with."
Nestle created the Ice Mountain
Environ mental
Stewardship
Fund around when it built its Ice
Mountain water bottling plant in
Stanwood. The fund pays for work
aimed at restoring and protecting
the Muskegon River watershed.
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Changing faces: In photos provided by the Michigan Secretary of state, an old license plate, top. is shown with the state's two

$5 OFF
FUU SERVICE
OIL CHANGE

new issues Now that Michigan drivers no longer can keep their "Old Blue" license plates, top, many are choosing to pay $5
ip get a new green, blue and white Spectacular Peninsulas plate Drivers who want to pay nothing besides their regular vehicle
registration fee may choose a white plate with a blue strip at the top m which the word "Michigan" appears

•

Drivers pick pretty
plates over plain
In giving up the old
license plate look,
many are paying
extra $5 to get a
more colorful design
By Kathy Barks Hoffman
Associated Press Writer

LANSING. Mich. (AP) - Now
that Michigan drivers no longer can
keep their trusty “Old Blue” license
plates, many are choosing to pay
$5 to get a new green, blue and
white Spectacular Peninsulas plate
showing the Mackinac Bridge, the
state's outline and a city-and-forest
skyline.
Drivers who want to pay
nothing besides their regular
vehicle registration fee can choose
a white plate with a blue strip at the
top in which the word “Michigan"
appears
But after years of using the old
blue plate with white lettering,
first manufactured in 1982. some
drivers apparently want more.
Around 36.200 new Spectacular
Peninsulas license plates have been
sold — mostly for new vehicles
—since Jan. I, and thousands more
have been chosen by motorists
renewing their license plates, said
Kelly Chesney. spokeswoman for
the secretary of state's office.
The $5 fee for the new plate is
charged only once, so drivers won't
face any extra fees when they go to
renew the plate next year.
Any driver with a blue plate is
automatically being issued a new

plate this year, rather than just
renew al tags. Of the 260.000 white
plates sent out so far. 61.000 went
to motorists renewing their vehicle
registration by mail, “so they might
not even have thought about the
other option." Chesney said.
The $5 one-time cost is the
same fee charged for the blue,
orange and white Great Lakes
Splendor plate the Spectacular
Peninsulas plate replaces. No more
Great Lakes Splendor plates will be
sold, but motorists can renew them
for as long as they wish. The same
is true for the discontinued Auto
Centennial plate
The $5 one-time fee for the
Spectacular Peninsulas plate is far
less than the $35 the state charges
for specialty plates that raise money
for the stale's 15 universities and
for causes ranging from lighthouse
preservation to wildlife habitat.
Those specialty plates also cost
$10 a year to renew They raise $25
the first year and $10 on renewals
for the causes and schools they
promote
Demand for the Spectacular
Peninsulas plate has been far
stronger so far than for the specialty
plates. Only around 1,750 of the
specialty plates have been sold
since Jan. I. Chesney said.
She said the scenic plate has
been well-received, and expects
more people will choose it once
they learn it's available.
“It does reflect many of
Michigan's attributes.’' she said.
“As more and more people see it,
I think more will gravitate toward
it"
Along the new plate's top edge.

in green, are shown the outlines of
the state Capitol in Lansing, the
Renaissance Center in Detroit, the
Alticor Building in Grand Rapids
and the Genesee Towers in Flint.
The skyline gives way to a field of
wheat swaying in the breeze before
changing again into a silhouette of
evergreens.
The plate also shows the state's
outline and the Great Lakes in the
middle and the Mackinac Bridge
along the bottom, near the words
“Spectacular Peninsulas." The
word “Michigan" is at the top in
black.
The new plate is a combination
of ideas submitted by more than
1.500 residents last year. One of the
chief contributors to the design was
Bnan Whitfield, a Lansing artist
who has worked for the Michigan
Department of Transportation for
more than a decade
It shares some of the design
components of the Great Lakes
Splendor plate, which showed
the Mackinac Bridge crossing
over water with the sun in the
background and the license plate
number in blue.
Both the Spectacular Peniasulas
plate and the new standard plate
have white reflective backgrounds
designed to be easier to read than
the old blue plate, which didn’t
have a reflective background
They’re also rust resistant.
Blue plates that now show
the driver is a military veteran or
in the service will be reissued as
the standard white plates with the
military service included. Chesney
said.
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Iran announces
new missile tests
Iranian president
dismisses criticism
on economy,
continues to pursue
nuclear program
By Nasser Karimi

Associated Press Writer

TEHRAN. Iran (AP) —
Determined not to budge under
pressure. Iran announced new tests
of short-range missiles Sunday,
and hardline President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad dismissed criticism
that the country s economy has been
hurt by U.N. sanctions imposed for
its suspect nuclear pmgram.
The missile tests come as the
U S. Navy Is sending a second
aircraft carrier to the volatile
Persian Gulf. U S. officials said the
USS John C. Stennis. which arrives
in Mideast waters in a matter of
weeks, is meant as a warning to
Iran.
The ilepkiyment appeared
to alarm some in Iran's hardline
leadership, including a member of
a powerful denc-run body who
warned last week that Washington
plans to attack, possibly by striking
Iranian nuclear facilities. U.S.
officials have long refused to rule
out any options in the faceoff with
Tehran, but say military action
would be a last resort.
Stressing Iran's preparedness,
state
television
said
the
Revolutionary Guards planned
to begin three days of testing the
short-range Zal/al and Fajr-3
missiles Sunday.
"The maneuver is aimed at
evaluating defensive and fighting
capabilities of the missiles." the
report quoted an unidentified
Guards commander as saying.
Last year. Iran held three large
scale military exercises to test
what it called an “ultra-horizon"
missile and the Fajr-3. a rocket that
it claims can evade radar and use
multiple warheads to hit several
targets simultaneously.
Though U.S. officials suggest

Iran exaggerates iu military
capabilities. Washington is very
concerned about Iranian progress
in developing missiles.
Iran’s new maneuvers are the
first since the U.N. Security Council
imposed sanctions last month
over Ahmadinejad's defiance of
its demand that Tehran suspend
uranium enrichment The sanctions
ban selling materials and technology
that could be used in Iran's nuclear
and missile programs
The United States and its allies
accuse Iran of secretly developing
atomic weapons in violation of its
treaty commitments Tehran has
repeatedly denied that, saying its
program is solely for the peaceful
purpose of developing nuclear
technology to generate electricity
U ndersecretary of State N icholas
Bums said the U.N. sanctions
imposed were just the beginning
of the global effort to punish the
Tehran regime “Iran is going to
have to suffer the consequences of
being an international panah." he
said.
Ahmadinejad has remained
defiant, saying Iran has the nght
to conduct uranium enrichment, a
process that can pnxlucc fuel for
nuclear reactors but also provide
material fuel for atomic bombs.
But the president's lough talk
has come under criticism from both
ends of Iran’s political spectrum.
Some reformists and conservatives
have accused Ahmadinejad of
focusing too much on fiery antiWestern rhetoric and not enough
on domestic issues, including the
economy.
Ahmadinejad stnmgly defended
his economic policies Sunday, and
said again that sanctions would not
deter Inin from pursuing its nuclear
program.
Iranians have been hit hard by
inflation, which the government
says is running at II percent a
year and independent Iranian
economists estimate as high as 30
percent. Unemployment also is
a problem, with the government
saying the jobless rate is 10 percent
while experts put it at 30 percent.
In presenting his budget for

the fiscal year that begins March
21, Ahmadinejad defended hu
domestic and economic pyticics
"The government has completely
controlled the prices of some food
stuffs, such as bread, gas. w ater and
electricity," he said.
About 1)0 Iranian lawmakers
have signed a letter calling the
government to reconsider its
budget for next year, arguing it
overestimatesoil revenues Roughly
HO percent of Iran’s revenues come
from oil exports.
Ahmadinejad said Sunday the
budget took account of a possible
further drop in oil prices, but he
gave no specifics.

Passing K on: Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadmajad. left, drfrvm hn budget brf to tht parfcament speak* Gholamaii
Haddadadel. m Tehran. Iran. Sunday Ahmadinejad on Sunday defended h« economic pohoet from sharp recent domestic
criticism and sad U N Security Council sanctions imposed m December would never deter the country from pursuing its nuclear
nroaram
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Strange, but true
DES MOINES. Iowa (AP)
— An administrative judge has
denied unemployment benefits in a
woman who was fixed hum her job
for keeping a journal detailing her
efforts lo avoid work
Emmalee Bauer. 25. of Elkhart,
was employed by the Sheraton hold
company as a sales coordinator
in Des Moines While on the job.
she kept a handwritten journal A
supervisor told her to stop writing
on company time, but instead.
Bauer wrote her journal, all 300
single-spaced pages, on her work
computer.
In the journal, portions of which
were introduced during a recent
hearing regarding Bauer's request
for unemployment. Bauer describes
her efforts to avoid work.
"This typing thing seems to be
doing the trick.” she wrote. “It just
looks like I am hard at work on
something very important.”
Bauer also wrote: “I am only
here for the money and. lately, for
the printer access. I haven't really
accomplished anything in a long
while ... and I am still getting paid
more than I ever have at a job
before, with less to do than I have
ever had before. It's actually quite
nice when 1 think of it that way. I
can shop online, play games and
read message boards and still get
paid for n.”
In her journal she speculated it
could someday be published.
Bauer was fired for misuse of
company time after a supervisor
discovered the journal late last year.
Administrative Law Judge Susan
Ackerman denied Bauer's request
for unemployment last week,
saying she the journal demonstrated
a refusal to work, as well as Bauer's
“amusement at getting away with
it”

MADRID. Spain (AP) — A
Spanish court has ruled that a man
caught speeding in a car despite
being legally classified as blind can
keep an insurance payout made for
the accident in which he lost his
sight, Spanish media reported
Domingo Merino, 57, was
stopped by police while at the wheel
of a BMW car which had been
detected traveling at 96 miles per
hour. El Pais newspaper repotted
on Thursday,
Insurance company Mapfre,
which had agreed a payment
of $706,550 to Merino as
compensation far losing his sight
in an accident two yean previously,
canceled the payment and took him
to court for fraud. Spanish media
reported.
A Barcelona regional court then
ruled that Merino was entitled to
compensation because the accident
had left him deaf in one ear. with no
sense of taste and blind except for
10 percent vision in one eye.
The court said in a statement
that Merino had asked his wife
if he could take the wheel of his
car briefly on a straight section of
highway when he was stopped. El
Mundo newspaper said.

holiday. And 1 kept thinking 1 would
find them.”
The biweekly checks come
from Egan, Mina, she said, and are
sorted several times along the way.

away by the price, he said.
“We just got to get the pricing
right.” Mulligan said, “ft is gold.
You can do with it what you would
like."
University scientists bought
the spool of gold thread lo use in
making a refhgerativ that kept
instruments on satellites on two
Japanese-Amencan rockets cool.
A first rocket launched crashed into
the Pacific Ocean in 2000, but a
second in 2005 was successful and
the equipment worked. Mulligan
said.

LOS ALAMOS. N_M. (AP)
— ft sounded like a case for TV’s
Jack Bauer. But at least this stolen
bomb was fake.
A phony 500-pound bomb was
taken Monday from a salvage store
in Los Alamos, where the first
atomic bomb was made during
World War TWo.
The government surplus practice
bomb, which the military used for
training, was one of several Ed
Grothus bought fur his store, the
Black Hole
Grothus, a peace activist, had
joined several of the fake bombs
together in the image of a sunflower
and left another nearby to give
people an idea of how the sunflower
was constructed
He said he last saw that bomb
earlier this week.

TACOMA, Wash (AP) - A
bank obber who wore a wetsuit
under his clothes and tned to escape
with scuba tanks into Puget Sound
has been sentenced to 16 years in
prison.
Charles Everett Coma. 38. was
sentenced in U.S. District Court for
armed bank robbery, brandishing a
firearm during a crime of violence
and assault on a federal officer.
Coma was on supervised release
for another bank robbery in April
2004 when he held up a KeyBank
branch in Olympia, the U.S.
attorney's office said.
Police saw his fleeing car crash
through a gate at an industrial area
on Budd Inlet. Coma got out with
scuba tanks and ran toward the
water
He threw a backpack containing
the robbery money into the sound,
but was tackled before he was able
to enter the water
Police recovered $6,000 taken
from (he bank and found a loaded
rifle used in the robbery.

MARYSVILLE. Ohio (AP) There are not many fans of Cartman
and Kenny on the city's recreation
board, which has recommended
renaming what has become known
as South Park.
Having a park with the same
name as Comedy Central's popular
but often vulgar cartoon show
about four elementary-school boys
in the Colorado town of South Park
has become inappropriate, said
Kathy House, the city’s director of
administration.
Story lines of the show
regularly revolve around skewering
celebrities, politicians and religion,
peppered with lots of cussing and
defecation jokes.
The green space in the southern
part of Marysville never had an
official name, but people started
calling it South Park because of the
location, officials said.
“We wanted to get away from
(the name) South Park." said
Deborah Groat, a member of the
Parks and Recreation Commission.
“Far away from South Park,"
added fellow parks commissioner
Cathy Dwertman.
So, the commission voted
unanimously Tuesday in favor of a
change to Greenwood Park, after a
nearby subdivision.
The final decision rests with the
city council, which meets later this
month.

OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) Postal workers apparently have no
special clout when it comes to being
told the check's in the mail.
That's the case in this western
Kentucky city, where post office
employees are still waiting for their
Jan. 12 paychecks.
They seem to have been lost _
in the mail. Postmaster Kristine Fox
told the Owensboro MessengerInquirer.
“Somebody somewhere made
a mistake.” she said. “And nobody
has ‘fesaed up yet.”
Fox said she called several postal
centers to try to track down the
missing checks but had no success.
She said she waited to ask for new
checks because she kept thinking
the old ones would surface.
“I wouldn't have waited this
long," she said. “But Monday was a
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King Crossword
ACROSS

1

1 Engrossed
5 Upper limb
8 Freeway
access
12 Entreaty
13 Cattle call?
14 A Great Lake
15 Pnce reduction
17 Confront
18 “A mouse!"
19 Worldwide
21 Unadorned
24 Tea time,
maybe
25 Describe
26 Dog-ear, e g
30 Important
numero
31 Obliterate
32 Court
33 March in
place
35 Groovy
36 Hill troop
37 Welk’s dance
38 Crazy one
41 - -relief
42 Hollywood
dashers
43 Distinguishing
trait
48 Unclothed
49 First lady
50 Killer whale
51 Antelope’s
playmate
52 Wield a
needle
53 Command to
Rover

2
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12
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22

23

39

40
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9

10

11
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25
30
33

38
42
48
51

16 Lair
20 New
Testament
book
21 Jack
Horner's
prize
22 Director
Wertmuller
23 Cupid's
specialty
24 Lathers
26 Pants
27 Off base
28 Castle
29 Caffeine-rich
nut
31 Sicilian
spouter

DOWN
1 Music edition
of “Trivial
Pursuit"
2 Carte lead-in
3 Apiece
4 Do some
tailoring
5 Beyond
control
6 Tier
7 Rikki-TikkiTavi is one
8 Improve
9 Speedy
horse
10 Isinglass
11 Steed's coAvenger

34 Bygone
German ruler
35 Sagan's
subject
37 Chum
38 Repair
39 Malaria
symptom
40 Protuberance
41 Huffed and
puffed
44 “Hail. Caesar!"
45 Illustrations
46 Nipper's co.
47 It's between
jay and el
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M."* Margarita. ALL DAY!!
*2.** Sm. Nacho
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MADLSON. Wts (AP) Looking for a ball of gold thread
leftover from a university space
experiment?
Apparently nobody else is
either.
A Thursday night deadline
passed with nobody bidding the
minimum $8,500 for the shiny
glob of pure gold leftover from
equipment University of Wisconsin
scientists made (hat traveled into
space in 2005.
The school's Space Science and
Engineering Center is auctioning
off 12.5 troy ounces of 99 999
percent pure gold on a Web site
where the university's surplus
property — everything from dorm
refrigerators to computers — is sold
to the highest bidder
Marti Mulligan, a project
manager at the space center, said the
$8,500 asking price, which reflects
the gouig rate fbr gold, was probably
too high He said he would lower
the price and put the gold back up
for bid early next week.
Mulligan said he's convinced the
gold will eventually sell A handful
of people inquired but were scared

ohhh...
Made it)

* * Challenging
* * ★ HOO BOY!

Free Food Buffet

*

(4pm-7pm)

*2."* Bloody Mary Bar All Day!
*2.** 1 Item Ihin Crust Pizza All Day!
*2.** Well Drinks ALL DAY!!
*2."* Chicken Fingers Basket w/ Fries All Day!
‘3.**

Pitcher of PBR

7pm 1 2am

Find out about our weekly Featured Drink and Monthly Beer Mug Specials!!

open

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

* Moderate

*2." Domestic Drafts
*2."* Cheese Burger Sliders Basket w/ Fries

Kitchen

2

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: *

*2“Corona
*2.** Pick your own munchie!

seven
days • a • week
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1 1 am-2am Mon-Sat
8 a m - 2 a m Sunday

Open , Breakfast a.™Sunday B u f f e t2pm
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Pool Table

•

Golden Tee

Sunday College Night
20% Off All Food 8pm- 12am w/ Student ID
•2." Wells All Day!
*2.** Fingers 8r Fry Basket All Day!
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MARKETPLACE
Female studant wanted Uva
rant free in QH beach in ex
change for 15 hour* of child
care par weak Contact Jill (616)
566-6990

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Don’t let the coat of books
weigh you down Let Brian *
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks Ask
an upperclassman. Brian's is
the batter bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Raptds campus
Lights out when not In use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
FREE
CLAS8IFIED8
FOR
QV8U STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TION8 PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
"CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
in
Commons.
42nd/Pierce. Rec. Center, Klrkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
Located at the corner of 48th
Ave. and Lake Michigan Dr.
There are nightly specials that
run from 8 p.m.-12 a m. Every
Sunday is college night where
you receive 20% off all food.
Must present College I.D. The
kitchen is open until 1:30 a.m.
every night of the week

Grind Valry Lmthom ¥3^7
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

II Spring Break Website! Low
pricee guaranteed Group dis
counts for 6*. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips) www.SpnngBreaKDiscQunls.com
or
800 838 8202

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2463. wwwgopromo.com

6 Large bedroom home for
rent. Huge 36 hundred sq. ft. 6

Allendale, close to campus. 2
bedroom 1 bath. 500 per
month.
Heat
included.
616-257-3997

PERSONALS

Work on Mackinac Island this
Season - Make life long friends.

ROOMMATES
SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun is closest to you with
two locations nght In Allendale
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials.
Please call us with any further
questions at 616-895-9045
Having car trouble? Call Muffler
Man at 616-453-2700. Free In
spections, no appointment nec
essary and we guarantee the
lowest price. Located in both
Jemson and Standale choose
the location closest to you. Also
offer a Grand Valley discount
which includes a full oil change
for only $16

WANTED
BIRTHDAYS
CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYMENT
Part-Time

Work.

$14.25

base-appt. Flexible around
classes, no experience needed
Customer sales/service. Call
241-6303 or apply at workforstudents.com

The Island House Hotel and Ryba's Fudge Shops are looking
for seasonal help in all areas
Front Desk Bell Staff. Wait Staff,
and Sales Clerks, Starbucks
Banstas Housing available, bo
nus, and discounted meals Call
Ryan at 1(800) 626-6304
wwwtheisiandhouse.com

FOR SALE

Room for rent. 2 min walk to
gvsu pew. $250/month, in
cludes utilities. Flexible lease
616-291-6037.
www.vltodolci.com/rent

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008 Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our teasing office or call
616 895.5904 Bus stops out
front.

Get your news online at

Lanthorn.com
and leave some feedback.

-The Original, Most Popular

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wednesdays, 9:30PM-Midnight
Glow-in-the-Dark Bowling

HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2006. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

bedroom 2 full 1 half bath home
with attached 2 stall garage and
carport. 8 min west of Allendale
campus. Ail appliances included
with full laundry. 2 1/2 acre
wooded backyard with full vol
leyball court. Also includes
highspeed internet with cable
tv. 390 per room. Please call
Dan at (616)453-0923.

3 Games of Bowling

fifShoe Rental Only $6.2L<-*,

°rlnk sP*d»f*

Food

%2 m 1 tox Draft*

Superb Sound System

g

Billiards

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus ride awayl

A New Duplex Community

5386 PIERCE ST, ALLENDALE
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Spacious Rooms
4 Bedrooms, 5 Bathrooms
All Appliances Included

• Carports
• Private Cor
•Recreation!

12 Month Lease Available Call for details
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mysticwoodscommunity.com
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Swimming

Track

continued from page 81

continued from page 81

in another. He won the
200-yard
breaststroke
(2:11.90) and the 200-yard
1M (1:59 88). He finished
with a time of 48.88 in the
100-yard freestyle, taking
second place.
“That is just the nature of
swimming, we have to keep
going.” Newsome said. “We
were not very far behind in
most women's events, and we
did a good job overall.”
On the women’s side.
Thayer continued to show
why she is one of the best
swimmers in the country.
She claimed first place in
both the 200-yard butterfly
(2:14.93) and the 200-yard
IM (2:13.59).
Freshman Allison Scholz
took second place in both
the 50-yard freestyle with a
lime of 25.84 and the 100yard freestyle with a time of
56.19. Fellow freshman Katie
Lawrie finished first in the
500-yard freestyle with a time
of 5:21.12. while sophomore
Danielle Buglio took second
in the 200-yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:14.22.
GVSU will host Hope
College on Friday and travel
to the University of Findlay
Saturday.

the full force of his squad.
Many of his best runners,
some of them nursing injuries
and others simply preparing
for later competitions, were
in street clothes and cheering
their teammates on during
events.
Baltes said many of those
athletes will make their first
appearances in competition
next weekend at the Notre
Dame Invitational on Friday in
South Bend. Ind.

Jager
continued from page 81

Before becoming GVSU’s
head
athletic
trainer
in
1998. Jager was an assistant
himself, but at the University
of Michigan. During his time
in Ann Arbor, Mich., Jager
spent countless hours with
the U of M football squad,
helping keep players active
on the field.
It is no exception that Jager
was highly involved with
GVSU’s prestigious football
program. Anthony Adams,
two-time
All-American
linebacker for the Lakers,
said he was inspired by the
courage and strength Jager
displayed in his fight with
cancer every day.
“He showed me the things
that truly matter are what
people love to do.’’ Adams
said. “Nothing should slow
someone
down
in
life,
and he did that by never
complaining.’’
Many members of the
Athletics department will
never forget his impact.
Tim Selgo, GVSU’s athletic
director, said Jager earned
the respect of others by being
very good at his job.
“As head athletics trainer,
he was certainly one of the
best in the business.” Selgo
said. “He was a professional
and highly regarded in his
field.”
Selgo said Jager was an
outstanding role model to the
student-athletes of GVSU.
Through courage he showed
students that being persistent
and maintaining one's faith is
an important part of life, he
added.
Jager is survived by his
wife. Lorie, and their two
children, Jake. 12. and Calvin,
9.
A memorial service is
scheduled for Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the GVSU Fieldhouse
Arena.

Beaupied
continued from page 82

the former Devil and perennial
Norm Trophy candidate, is the
leader of a Ducks squad that
currently sits atop the Pacific
Division in the West.
Paired with fellow Noms
nominee Chris Pronger. the Ducks
own one of the most formidable
defensive tandems in the NHL.
The Ducks have struggled as
of late with injuries to their two
top goaltenders. Jean-Sebastien
Giguere and Uja Bryzgalov.
However, both are expected
to return within the next couple
weeks.
With Giguere healthy, the
Ducks field arguably the best allaround team in the NHL. Scoring,
defense, goaltending — they do
it all.
So with representatives from
both conferences in the Stanley
Cup Finals, which team would
come out on top?

Hockey
continued from page ft?

going to mean so much
for that No. 2 spot in the
rankings,” McLean said.
Two
days
later.
the
Lakers will take on Ferris
State University in a game
McLean hopes a lot of GVSU
supporters will come to
watch.

Vallance
continued from page 82

said his team was more
focused and concentrated on
limiting the number of penalties
and eliminating the stupid ones.
That is something the Lakers
will have to continue to do
in order to finish the season
strong, and it is something that
they can do. They proved it last
weekend.
Just as finishing games
strong is something that they
have proven they can do. the
Lakers just have to play to their
potential.
If they do that, this team has

Grand Valley Lanthorn

“It really depends,” Baltes
added “We’re doing what’s
best for each individual
athlete.”
At Notre Dame, GVSU
will compete against NCAA
Division I schools, but he said
Notre Dame’s team is by far
the most difficult to defeat.
After only three events in
a little more than a month,
Baltes is pleased with the
performances his athletes are
turning in.
“We don’t really have any
weaknesses," Baltes added.

“Our strength is the overall
strength of our team. We’re
going to score two. three,
four athletes in each event
sometimes.”
It
was
a
particularly
important weekend, attracting
about
a
dozen
recruits.
Rebecca Winchester, a senior
at Thomapple Kellogg High
School in Middleville, said
she chose to sign her name and
commit to GVSU in November
of last year because of her
positive experiences with the
coaches and runners.

Answer The New Jersey
Devils.
In a rematch of the 2003
Stanley Cup finals, the Ducks and
Devils would once again need
seven games to decide the series,
which would yield the same
result, a Devils championship.
Both teams match up well, but
New Jersey has a slight advantage
to win the cup.
The Ducks may have an edge
in scoring with league-leading
goal scorer Teemu Selanne. but he
is the lone threat on the Anaheim
offense.
Despite belonging to the
conference that features the
highest scoring games, the Devils
have a defense that can and will
shut Selanne down.
The left-wing lock system,
notorious for frustrating opposing
offenses, creates turnovers before
teams can make it through center
ice. A young and inexperienced
team such as the Ducks will have
an even tougher time beating it.

Then there is Brodeur.
He continues to pad his hall of
fame resume and add to his label
as one of the most clutch playoff
goal tenders in league history.
However, capable of
performing equally well is
Giguere. and when healthy this
season he has been unbeatable.
The fate of both clubs rest on
their respective French-Canadian
exports.
I'll take the three-time Stanley
Cup champion every day and
twice on Sunday.
Players are bom with talent
— that can’t be taught — but
champions are made with defense,
a team concept that can be taught.
No matter what the league
tnes to do to increase scoring,
this principle will always
remain the same— defense wins
championships.

Although
Ferris
State
boasts a shaky 4-15-2 record.
McLean said his team will not
take the Bulldogs lightly.
“You have to be ready for
them," he said. “They might
not be as deep as other teams,
but they've got some skilled
players."
Both games are scheduled
for the Georgetown Ice Arena
in Allendale.
the talent to not only make it
to the national tournament but
make a deep run.
The team already boasts
scorers such as senior captain
Nate Morang and freshmen
Nick Biondo and Jake Erway,
goaltending that can shut a
team down and a good penalty
kill. If they get going, it will
be hard for anybody to stop the
Lakers.
And if they can get going,
nobody will remember the
troubles that have hindered
them this year.
After all. it’s how you finish
that really matters.
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THE CLOSEST
HOTEL TO
HOME.
• Full Kitchens in Every
Room
• Complimentary Hot
Breakfast Buffet Daily
• Complimentary Dinner
(Monday-Thursday)
• Free High-Speed Internet
Access

Residence
Inn

Akjmotl

^

Grandville
34SI Rivertown Point Ct

(800)331-3131
(616) S38-II00
residencelnngrandvllle.com
10 MILES FROM GVSU

Enter to Win $10,000!
Eveiytflme You Use an LMCU ATM on Campus, You Can Enter to Win!*
Lake Michigan Credit Union members
receive FREE transactions at all LMCU ATMs,
Inducing these locations:

* BOX-

•
•
•
•
W. •

*CA$H*

Commons (Lower Level)
Drfve-Up Kiosk at 42nd/Pierce
Rec. Center
Kirkhof Center
Kleiner Commons

* Check out aN the <
on the back of your LMCLI
ATM I

n

I \KF
MIC MIC .AN
IHIII UMt

•16.242.9790 • 800.242.9790
www.LMCU.org

CAMPUS

the paper is your friend
read it in the morning

al units include
Web site for 24/7 communications with management
High-Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV available

uffler Man

& Discount Brake Center

G VSUStudentr&Staff
$16 full service oil changes!
Free Inspections • No Appointments Necessary • Guaranteed Lowest Prices!

Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!

apartments
2 Bedroom units
Spacious Living w/ over 1000 sq. ft.
Air Conditioning
On-site Laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $290/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

WE NOW SELL COOPER TIRES!

townhouses

Free Rotation & Repair for Lifetime of Tire
Out-the-Door Pricing
Standale Location Only, See store for details

Spacious 4 Bedrooms - over 1330 sq ft.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE!
Oil changes • Belts & Hoses • Exhaust • Brakes • Front End • A/C Service
Shocks • Struts • CV Joints & Shafts • ABS Diagnostics »Tlre Rotations
Front End Alignment (Standale Only) • Batteries & Charging Systems
Coolant Drain & Fill ’Transmission Fluid & Filter Services • Discounted Services

DAILY CUSTOM DUAL EXHAUST SPECIALS... Call or Stop in for astimatal

Janison
7500 Main Street
457-6150

k

M-F 8am 6pm
SAT 8am-3pm

Standale
4181 Lk Michigan Dr.
453-2700

H

Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at S325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

i

4832 W.Campus Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401

(616) 895-5904
www.campuswest.net
manage r@campus\vesf. net
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